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 Chapter 511 Eccentric 

  Nan Anbo knelt down, "Your Majesty, the minister is not strict with his son, this scoundrel almost 

committed the crime of deceiving the emperor, please forgive me!" 

Chu Yining had a piece of ginseng in his mouth, and his energy and energy improved a lot. Before he 

could speak, he heard Xu Liang say, "Uncle, we all saw the third brother Chu fighting a blind bear alone. 

At that time, This bear is still alive and well. When chasing Third Brother Chu, Prince Chen had already 

been driven into the forest by a fierce tiger. We were all scared away, thinking that Third Brother Chu 

had also run away, but he went alone. Kill this blind man, where did the crime of deceiving the king 

come from?" 

  Xu Liang sneered, "Uncle, they are all your sons, can you be so partial?" 

Xiao Han was determined to win the first place for her son, so she was too good to be true. After hearing 

Xu Liang's words, she was very angry, "Xu Shizi, the emperor has his own conclusion on this matter, do 

you need to stir it up?" ?” 

   "Mrs. Uncle, where did I get mixed up? I just told the emperor the truth! From my point of view, 

the ones who want to deceive the emperor are clearly Uncle and Mrs. Uncle!" 

Li Baozhen brought a guard over, and the man knelt down in front of the emperor, "Your majesty, the 

ministers and others saw it with their own eyes. It was indeed Chu Yining who hunted and killed the 

black bear alone. Who said that the king of Chenjun helped, but the king of Chenjun helped?" Limited, 

seven or eight out of ten are due to Mr. Chu." 

  This person is Jin Yiwei, the emperor naturally trusts him, he nodded, "Nan Ambo, what else do you 

have to say?" 

  Nan Amber turned his head to Chu Yining and said, "Nie Zi, you are already late, are you trying to 

grab the first place from your elder brother?" 

As soon as this remark came out, there was an uproar in the audience. Xie Zhiwei looked at Chu Yining, 

who was kneeling on the ground like a statue. In his previous life, he was the number one general under 

Xiao Xun's command. Only then will he be reduced to become a bastard. 

  If Chu Yining took the initiative, he was indeed late. If he didn't participate in the competition, the 

emperor would naturally not be able to reward him. 

   In this way, Chu Tianyou is a well-deserved number one! 

   "Heh, I have never seen such parents, Nan'an Bo, what do you think? Are you trying to force the 

third son Chu to give up his achievements today?" 

Linghua rushed out and knelt in front of the emperor, "Father, I feel that the third prince of Chu 

deserves the first place today. Even a layman can see that the prey of Chu Shizi is not alone at all." 

Hunter, is it possible to allow others to help in the competition?" 



Xiao Han had a headache, and said to Concubine Yun, "Your Majesty, the third princess's words are 

really biased. Could it be that she followed the minister's son to the paddock today? How could she just 

open her mouth and frame the minister's son? " 

   "I remember, the third princess was such a gentle child in the past, but now, is she being spoiled by 

some bad people?" 

Concubine Yun Gui smiled, and she glanced lovingly at Linghua with her pair of beautiful and 

unparalleled eyes, and said to the emperor, "Your majesty, I also feel that the third son of Chu is the 

number one today. A concubine will not obey me!" 

Although Concubine Yun seemed a little arrogant, but after hearing this, the emperor felt his heart 

flutter. Concubine Yun hardly ever spoke to him in such a coquettish tone, and his mood also improved a 

lot, "Third Master Chu hunted a head all by himself. Xiong is my Dayong's warrior, the number one is 

without a doubt!" 

  The emperor thought for a while, "Since you are a pioneer under Ah Xun, I will designate you as a 

fifth-rank martial arts general, and follow Ah Xun to make great achievements!" 

  Chu Yining was overjoyed immediately, he glanced at Linghua, thanked him, "Thank you, Lord Long 

En!" 

  Xiao Han's eyes darkened, and she almost fell to the ground. Could it be that after she put so much 

effort into it, her son couldn't compare to Chu Yining? 

  She didn't even count Chu Yining among them today, but who would have thought that Chu Yining 

would show up and beat her son. 

  Xiao Han was not reconciled, and was about to stand up and fight again, Yun Guifei smiled, "Mrs. 

Uncle, why, do you think the emperor's judgment is unfair?" 

  Nan Anbo hurriedly pulled Xiao Han, and hurriedly saluted: "I dare not wait!" 

Concubine Yun said, "I see, you are very daring! Mrs. Uncle is very angry, and I have already seen it. You 

say that Prince Chu's prey was hunted by him alone. I don't believe it. If you are not convinced, I can ask 

two people who know how to ride and shoot to check it out for yourself! If there is one thing that was 

not shot by Chu Shizi, you are deceiving the emperor, do you dare?" 

  Xiao Han was furious. With so many rich and powerful children, whose prey did he shoot alone? 

Shooting arrows non-stop all day, even an iron man can't stand it. 

  Everyone is like this, it's just tacit understanding, even the emperor knows it, but he just doesn't say 

it. 

   Concubine Yun Gui insisted on saying it, what does this mean? To make life difficult for her on 

purpose? 

"I didn't expect the imperial concubine to value the concubine, the concubine. This is really a blessing for 

the concubine." After finishing speaking, Xiao Han gave Princess Linghua a meaningful look, "Princess 

Linghua is also thirteen years old this year. Right? It's time to choose a son-in-law." 



   After Xiao Han finished speaking, she raised her chin slightly. She wanted to see if Concubine Yun 

Gui didn't even care about her own daughter in order to protect this concubine. Didn't Princess Linghua 

want to protect this lowly concubine? The big girl doesn't even care about the shame. 

  She said everything to this point, it depends on how Concubine Yun Gui responds! 

  Chu Yining felt as if a basin of cold water had been poured on his head, and his whole body felt cold. 

He didn't even dare to look at Linghua, as if he was a stolen goods, and a single glance would tarnish 

Princess Linghua. 

Linghua was so angry that she jumped up and was about to speak when Concubine Yun Gui smiled. Her 

bright face was like a peony flower blooming against the sun, "It's good for me to watch General Chu, 

but the matter of my sons and daughters is after all the future. They are going to be together for the 

rest of their lives, if they are right, what can I do to stop them?" 

Seeing Xiao Han's astonishment, Concubine Yun pursed her lips and smiled, and said, "As for the 

concubine, Linghua of this palace is also a concubine, and among the emperor's children, only the eldest 

princess and the eighth prince are the only ones who are not concubines. Mrs. Uncle is really good at 

cursing, and she will implicate a lot of people." 

  The emperor was very upset when he heard this. His concubines did not say who disagreed, but is it 

worth mentioning it? 

   "I think Chu Yining is very good, no matter whether he is the son of a hero or a dignitary, as long as 

he is promising and contributes to Dayong, my rewards will not be divided between the descendants 

and the concubines, only the merits!" 

   Concubine Yun glanced at Xiao Han provocatively. Of course she knew that Xiao Han relied on her 

natal family to ignore her. 

The Governor's Mansion of the Five Armies, Wei Guogong Han Jinyi, used to be the companion of the 

false emperor when he was the prince. During the palace change fifteen years ago, Han Jinyi was the 

governor of the Imperial Guard Army, leading 50,000 Imperial Guards, and opened the city for the 

current emperor. He has made great contributions to the gate, and the current emperor has enfeoffed 

him as Wei Guogong. 

   The third update! 

   

  Chapter 512 Marriage 

  Emperor couldn’t disregard Xiao Han’s face completely. The second place named Chu Tianyou, and 

said to Nan’anbo, “This year’s first hunter and second place are both your two sons. You are the big 

winner this year!” 

   As he said that, the emperor rewarded Chu Tianyou, a deputy commander of the five-city army and 

horse department, who was at the seventh rank. Compared with Chu Yining, the fifth-rank general who 

led the troops, he was like a heaven and an underground. 



   The remaining ones can only get some rewards from the emperor. The second place is a jade ruyi. 

At most, it will be kept for future marriages. It will be more beautiful as a dowry gift. 

  Even so, many people were still very happy. In any case, this was showing their face in front of the 

emperor. 

After the rewards were finished, the emperor asked the imperial cooks who followed him to pack up 

some of the prey. A bonfire was lit in the middle of Lizheng Gate, and barbecue grills were set up around 

it. Slowly drifting out with the wind. 

Xie Zhiwei, Yuan Jia and the others gathered around a barbecue grill, and two eunuchs were serving 

them. Du Yuan walked around somewhere and came back, holding a leg of yellow lamb in his hand, and 

said, "Girl, it's Chu The general gave it to him, saying that the yellow mutton is the most tender, and it is 

the hind leg meat, which is especially delicious when roasted." 

  Xie Zhiwei couldn't help but take a deep look at Ling Hua, not knowing what Ling Hua thought of, 

her face turned red, she lowered her head, and said nothing. 

  Yuan Jia said, "It is estimated that the third sister just said a fair word for him, so he is thinking 

about it." 

"Elder Sister, what are you talking about?" Linghua stomped her feet, not knowing if she was guilty of 

guilt. Xie Zhiwei saw her become angry from embarrassment, and said, "Where are we going to play 

tomorrow? There should be a lot of wild fruits on the mountain in the south. Why don't we pick some 

and make sweet sauce or preserved fruit?" 

   "Okay!" Ling Hua hurriedly clapped her hands and said, "Let Xu Liang and the others follow up, and 

call the second brother, otherwise, it will be a disaster if you encounter any beast." 

"Don't worry, the ministers who surrounded the area should have arranged for people to clean up the 

area long ago. Even if there are some fish that slipped through the net, they should be small animals and 

not that dangerous. However, let the second prince and Xu Liang give them together. Shall we lead the 

way?" 

  Yuan Jia heard that what Xie Zhiwei said was reasonable, she got up and glanced at the second 

prince, "I'll go tell the second prince." 

  Chu Yining and Xu Liang were together, and the two of them didn't ask for a barbecue grill. They just 

lit a bonfire and got together to eat meat. 

   "Congratulations, you finally got your wish!" Xu Liang whispered, "I don't know where Ah Xun is 

now?" 

"Don't worry, he'll be fine." Chu Yining sat down on the ground. He took a leg of lamb in his hand and 

roasted it for a while. It wasn't fully cooked, but he was so hungry that he bit it. After taking a bite, the 

half-baked mutton was still bleeding, and he chewed it twice before swallowing it. 

  When Yuan Jia came over, he took a deep look at Chu Yining, and saw the young man with thick 

eyebrows and big eyes, a taciturn look, and a big bear paw on his shoulder. Fortunately, the wound was 

not deep, but it was quite scary to watch. 



"Xu Liang, we are going to pick mushrooms on the mountain in the south tomorrow, you and Brother Da 

Huang will accompany us!" She glanced at Chu Yining, just in time to meet Chu Yining's black eyebrows, 

"You If you can’t do it by yourself, you’d better take two people who can go with us, and if we encounter 

a bear or a tiger again, I’m afraid you will throw us and run away.” 

"What are you talking about? Am I this kind of person?" Seeing Yuan Jia looking at Chu Yining, Xu Liang 

was so clever. He patted Chu Yining's shoulder, causing Chu Yining to feel pain Frowning, "Yi Ning, how 

about you come with us? Princess, is this person okay? You won't be afraid if you meet a blind man!" 

  Yuan Jia smiled, "Okay, General Chu, congratulations!" 

  Chu Yining hurriedly got up, put the yellow lamb leg on the grill, got up and saluted Yuan Jia 

seriously, "I have seen the princess, thank you, the princess!" 

   "Thank me for what? Thank you, and you should also thank San Huangmei!" 

  Chu Yining raised his eyes and looked towards Linghua. He was a little far away, but he could still 

see Linghua's smiling face. The flames danced on her face, as bright as a rising sun. 

   "I will also thank Your Highness the Third Princess!" Chu Yining lowered his head. 

  Yuan Jia smiled, "Didn't you just send a yellow leg of lamb over? If you want to be grateful, you can 

just protect Sanhuangmei tomorrow." 

   "Yes, I obey!" Chu Yining said sternly. 

  Yuan Jia suddenly felt that this person was really funny, so he took another deep look at him, then 

turned and left. 

   Shu Ning has not calmed down for a long time, what does Yun Guifei mean? Could it be that 

Concubine Yun hurriedly chose a son-in-law for Linghua when she knew that the emperor was going to 

choose a princess for marriage? 

  During the Dayong Dynasty, there was a difference between the prostitute and the concubine. The 

prostitute had the right to inherit the family business of his ancestors, but the concubine did not. 

  In the mansion of Prince Xiang, King Xiang clamored to give the throne to Xiao Xun. The emperor 

would rather give Xiao Xun another title than disturb the patriarchal law of the ancestors, because Xiao 

Xun was a concubine. 

   Concubine Yun could not find a good one, she would rather betroth Linghua to a concubine than 

choose a son-in-law for Linghua. 

  No one planned for her, Shu Ning felt a little sad, she could only plan for herself. 

  Xue Wanqing talked loudly at the side, "Since ancient times, heroes have never asked about their 

backgrounds. There is no need to look down on concubines. How many concubines have made 

contributions? Of course, if they are concubines, there is no need to feel inferior. In fact, God has given 

everyone the same opportunities..." 



Qiaoxiang, Shu Ning's close maid, brought over a piece of roasted meat, handed it to Shu Ning, and 

persuaded, "Princess, this slave girl sees that Miss Xue has her own opinions, why don't you talk to Miss 

Xue and see if you can do it." Can't His Highness change his mind? If the emperor really has this plan, the 

princess looks at the concubine today, why did she rush to order General Chu?" 

  Shu Ning couldn't sit still anymore, "Go and invite Miss Xue over here, just tell me I have something 

to say." 

When Xue Wanqing heard that Shu Ning wanted to see her, she smiled and got up, and said in a very 

manner like a sister-in-law, "The second princess has something to do, I'll go over and have a look, you 

all eat and drink well, even if it's my daughter's house, we can live a happy life." Be bold!" 

  Hai Xueyun's eyes full of resentment followed Xue Wanqing until she sat down beside Shu Ning. 

  Even if Shu Ning has something to do, she should tell her serious sister-in-law, not Xue Wanqing, a 

concubine. 

Xue Wanqing knew in her heart that Shu Ning was there for the purpose of getting married, so she said 

without waiting for Shu Ning to open her mouth, "Second Princess, I have told you so many things about 

marrying princesses, so many princesses who have made great achievements, Princess Jincheng, 

Princess Zhaojun , They are all princesses, but they made sacrifices for the people of the two countries 

and for peace, and their names go down in history! Why do you only think of yourself?" 

   Today's update! 

   Dear friends, if you have votes, please help to count the votes, please beg! 

   

  Chapter 513 Sister-in-law 

  Shu Ning bit her lip, two tears rolled in her eyes, she looked at Xue Wanqing with eyes full of 

resentment, and couldn't help saying, "Are you teaching me a lesson?" 

Xue Wanqing took a deep breath, and suppressed the displeasure and contempt in her heart, "Second 

Princess, it is because of your imperial brother that I am willing to talk to you so much. You don't want 

to make a kiss. I want to ask, what is the reason? " 

   "Who is willing to leave home? Who is willing to marry a barbarian? If it were you, would you be 

willing?" 

"If I were a princess, and I enjoyed the support of the people of Dayong, my life would belong to the 

people of Dayong. The country needs me. Of course, I am obliged to do so. It doesn't matter whether I 

am willing or not. It's a pity that I don't have such a good life as you. You Why compare me with you?" 

Xue Wanqing said mercilessly. 

  Hai Xueyun asked someone to inquire about what was said here, and when she heard the news 

from the maid, she couldn't help but sneered, and said, "You find a way to tell the second princess, just 

say that I have a way to help her." 



Shu Ning couldn't get along with Xue Wanqing, she left early in anger, Qiao Xiang followed her, and 

when she entered the Zhiyun Pavilion, she whispered, "Princess, the maid next to Miss Caihai secretly 

talked to the servant girl. Said, Miss Hai said that there is a way to help the princess. It seems that 

everyone knows now that the emperor is going to arrange a marriage. I heard that when we were in the 

paddock today, Princess Duanxian whipped Princess Wanyan Baoxian twice. The second marshal 

proposed to sign the agreement as soon as possible, and the emperor has already agreed, so there is not 

much time left for the princess." 

  Shu Ning's legs gave way, and she almost fell down. After entering the door, she sat weakly on the 

couch in front of the north window, "Go and ask, if Miss Hai is free, invite her to come to me for tea." 

Hai Xueyun was waiting, and within less than a cup of tea, she came over, brought a gift, and handed a 

box to the third princess. Princess, don't give up." 

  Shu Ning took the box, opened it, and found a pair of emerald bracelets inside, crystal clear, green 

and flawless, it was extraordinary at first sight. 

  Shu Ning also met many good ones when her mother and concubine gained power, but she still fell 

in love with her at first glance, "Miss Hai is too polite, this is too precious!" 

   "The princess is serious. I have a shallow relationship with the princess. This is nothing." 

  Shu Ning smiled and said, "In a few days, after my brother and Hai girl get married, I will call the girl 

sister-in-law. If that is the case, then I will accept it first." 

   Saying that, Shu Ning asked Qiaoxiang to put away the bracelet, and said, "Miss Hai, you said you 

have a way to help me, but what is it?" 

  Hai Xueyun said, "Princess must be worrying about getting married. In fact, why worry about such 

things?" 

   Shu Ning's eyes lit up, and she was not ashamed to ask, "My good sister-in-law, please help me!" 

  Hai Xueyun is very fond of this title, but she is also a noble daughter of an aristocratic family, so she 

has to be reserved, blushing, and said coquettishly, "If the princess talks nonsense, I won't care!" 

   "Good sister-in-law, just tell me, my fourth brother doesn't love me, so doesn't my sister-in-law 

ignore me?" 

Hai Xueyun looked very fond of Shu Ning, and patted her head, "Poor thing, how can I ignore you, your 

fourth brother also wants to care about you, I'm afraid it's because I listened to some people that I fell in 

for a while." Don't blame him for going astray, he will regret it in the future." 

  Shu Ning was so moved that she burst into tears, "My mother and concubine were framed by 

traitors, so far I can't wash away the grievances. My emperor's brother is obsessed with ghosts, and he 

doesn't think about me at all. I can only rely on my sister-in-law." 

  Hai Xueyun said, "You too, you are so flustered about a little thing, if you have something to tell me 

earlier, I can't help you otherwise, can you give me an idea?" 

  Shu Ning said, "I didn't think of it for a while, I don't know if my sister-in-law has any good ideas?" 



"Da Lou wants to get married, but he just wants someone. It doesn't have to be a princess. It doesn't 

matter which noble woman it is. If it's not a princess, isn't it a princess if it's sealed by the emperor? 

Don't listen to people's nonsense. From ancient times to the present, there are How many real 

princesses were sent to the Yi people to have a kiss? Princesses are so precious, how can they be given 

to the Yi people as gifts?" 

These are the most heartwarming words that Shu Ning has heard these days. She shed tears and held 

Hai Xueyun's hand, "Thank you sister-in-law, and please love me more. Now, having a mother is 

equivalent to not having a mother." Mother, having an imperial brother means not having an imperial 

brother, and only my sister-in-law is willing to plan for me." 

Hai Xueyun patted Shu Ning on the shoulder, and comforted her, "Just think about it, who is the most 

suitable for a marriage. If you want me to say, the most suitable one is to choose someone with a noble 

status, so that the Yi people can't pick out the thorns." Good people." 

   Shu Ning thought that Xue Wanqing always valued Huihe the most, and Huihe also said in front of 

her every three days for the sake of getting married. The tone was almost exactly the same as that of 

Xue Wanqing, and she couldn't help laughing. If it was Huihe, it would be very good. 

  The sister-in-law and sister-in-law have decided on the candidates, and it depends on how to find 

opportunities to make arrangements. 

  The banquet lasted until nearly Haishi, and Lu Yan and King Xiang had not returned yet. 

  Xie Zhiwei returned to Yuexingju, she was so tired that she almost lay down, after taking a bath, she 

came out from the ear room, put on a jacket and a jacket, and sat down on the couch in the inner room, 

without feeling sleepy at all. 

  A black figure flashed across the room, Xie Zhiwei was terrified all over, and was about to call 

someone, but the other party took a step ahead and covered her mouth, "Mei Mei, it's me!" 

  Familiar voice, reassuring breath, Xie Zhiwei's whole body relaxed, she was so wronged that tears 

were about to come out, she turned to look at Xiao Xun, "Are you injured?" 

Xiao Xun held Xie Zhiwei tightly in his arms, and when she heard the first question she asked was "Are 

you hurt?", he immediately felt heartbroken, "I didn't, did it scare you? Meimei, did you scare me?" 

you?" 

Xie Zhiwei turned around, buried his face in Xiao Xun's arms, and asked him that there was only the 

smell of grass on his body and no smell of blood, so he was relieved, "I saw Chu Yining fighting with Da 

Xiong, and he looked collapsed. I was so worried, Ah Xun, did that tiger hurt you?" 

"How? How could I be hurt by a tiger? There is no tiger in the world that can hurt me. I deliberately let 

people say that I was going to leave tonight, but I'm afraid you are worried, so come back and watch 

first." Look at you, I will bid you a formal farewell before leaving." 

Xie Zhiwei tightly grasped the clothes around Xiao Xun's waist, as if refusing to let him leave, Xiao Xun 

was afraid that she would be cold, so he wrapped her tightly with her jacket, "I will carry you to the bed, 

okay?" ? There is water behind this ghostly place, the humidity is heavy, and it is easy to catch cold." 



   "En!" Xie Zhiwei nodded, very well-behaved, two teardrops hung on her eyelashes, Xiao Xun saw 

that his heart had turned into a puddle of water, and felt very distressed. 

   The first update! 

   

  Chapter 514 Sweet 

  Xiao Xun picked up Xie Zhiwei, carefully hugged her sideways, put her on the bed, stuffed her into 

the bed, wrapped her in the quilt, and sat on the footrest by herself. 

"Master Lu and the prince went to look for you, and you came back again. Aren't they dying?" Xie Zhiwei 

let Xiao Xun hold her hand. She lay on the pillow and looked at Xiao Xun's handsome face. It will be fine, 

but it is inevitable to be worried. Seeing him running back suddenly just to say goodbye to her, Xie 

Zhiwei is very sweet in his heart. 

"They all know my plan, and I've told them before that they won't be in a hurry. I'm afraid you will think 

wildly, Mei Mei, no matter what happens, you have to believe that as long as you are well, I will Alive, 

how can I let you be a widow?" 

   Before Xiao Xun could say the word "widow", Xie Zhiwei covered his mouth with his hand, "Bah bah 

bah" three times, "Don't talk nonsense!" 

  Her face was flushed with shame, and she said coquettishly, "It's not auspicious at all!" 

  Xiao Xun was so happy that he couldn't find Bei, leaned over, couldn't help but gently kissed her 

bright red cheek, lips. Petals pressed against her skin and said, "Mei Mei, do you believe it or not?" 

Xie Zhiwei moved his head to the side, but he didn't avoid his lips. He seemed to move his lips on 

purpose, holding her delicate face in his mouth, and gently licked it with the tip of his tongue. 

Unfinished business. 

  Xie Zhiwei hurriedly pushed his head away, pulled up the quilt a little, covered his face, only 

showing a pair of eyes. 

Xiao Xun laughed softly, a pair of beautiful phoenix eyes seemed to be studded with stars, shining 

brightly, seeing Xie Zhi's twinkling peach blossom eyes, he raised his hand to gently touch her eyes, and 

traced them with his calloused fingertips. Through the outline of her eyes, her full forehead was warm 

and dry in his palm. 

"Mei Mei!" Xiao Xun's deep and hoarse voice rang in her ears, he stood up with his elbows on the bed, 

his other hand held Xie Zhiwei's hand, exerting a little force, the reluctance in his heart gushed out, he 

He lowered his head and kissed Xie Zhiwei's fingertips, "Wait for me to come back!" 

  Xie Zhiwei's fingertips bent, and he grabbed Xiao Xun's hand forcefully, with a trembling voice, 

"When will you come back?" 

   "Spring, when spring comes, I will come back. In the next year, we will get married. At that time, I 

will take you to my fief, okay?" 



   "Huh!" Xie Zhiwei pursed his lips, "You want to come back safely, do you still have the medicine I 

gave you? I didn't even know you would leave this time, so I didn't make any preparations." 

She got up quickly, ready to look for medicine, and took away all the medicines she had prepared on 

weekdays, but Xiao Xun stopped her, hugged her into his arms, and pressed her tightly, wishing to hold 

her Rubbed it into his chest and took it away, "No, I'm useless, there are many more, if I need it, why 

don't I tell you. Mei Mei, don't move, let me hug you for a while." 

He looked down at the girl in his arms, with bright eyebrows and eyes filled with emotions that she 

didn't even notice, she quickly raised her eyes to look at him, then lowered her eyes, hiding her shyness, 

Xiao Xun couldn't help chuckling, palm of her hand After rubbing her back, she slid to the back of her 

head, pressed lightly, and the pad of her thumb lightly rubbed her face, then kissed her hair top again, 

and said, " wait me back!" 

   Like every time before, Xiao Xun waited for Xie Zhiwei to fall asleep, helped her cover the quilt, 

lowered the curtain, and then turned the window and left. 

Standing in front of Xie Zhiwei's window, Xiao Xun had been unable to figure out the question countless 

times, whether his girl trusted him, or just regarded him as a male handkerchief, at this moment, he 

finally thought about it, his Meimei So smart, I'm afraid he understood his intentions very early. 

She just stood there, looking at him with a smile, foolishly tentatively approaching him step by step, like 

a kitten, teasing her little by little, and finally, she suddenly jumped up and hugged his girl into her arms 

Li, make an appointment, and bring her home in the future. 

  She is so tolerant to herself! 

  No matter what, he will treat her better than she treats him! 

   "Your Majesty, it's time to go. If you don't go, it will be dawn." Mohen, dressed in black night 

clothes and holding a sword in his hand, urged. 

   Xiao Xun glanced at the window of the inner room for the last time, said "go" softly, jumped up, 

and disappeared into the darkness. 

  Xie Zhiwei got up, opened the window, looked in the direction of the swaying flower shadow, stood 

for a long time, Du Yuan came in, put a cloak on Xie Zhiwei's body, and urged, "Girl, take a break, you 

have to get up early tomorrow!" 

  In the early morning of the next day, the news that Prince Chen disappeared and might be washed 

into the river has spread throughout the entire Chifeng Palace. 

  Concubine Yun made a special trip to call Xie Zhiwei to the palace to comfort him. Xie Zhi smiled and 

said, "Madam, the county prince will be fine, and I'm not worried. I believe that no matter what happens 

to him, he will get through it." 

  Concubine Yun Gui nodded and said, "Well, that's true! If you think so, I don't worry anymore. I 

heard from Linghua that you are going to pick mushrooms on Nanshan Mountain today?" 

  Xie Zhi smiled and said, "Yeah, it's so rare to come out, so I want to walk around." 



"Then go, Linghua will come to my place to urge people in a while, you guys have fun, I am old, I can't 

compare with you little girls, I don't want to go anywhere, I just want to nest in one place, watch the sun 

rise and the moon set, This way time flies!" 

   Just as she was talking, Linghua came running up and down, "Concubine Mu, can sister Wei and I 

go?" 

   Concubine Yun couldn't help but exchanged glances with Xie Zhiwei, and said with a smile, "Look, 

what did I say? Go, go!" 

Xie Zhiwei and Linghua came out together, and the two walked in the palace, passing by through flowers 

and willows, and met some people from time to time, who cast strange eyes on Xie Zhiwei, and could 

vaguely hear sighs and voices discussing "If Chen County The king can't be found, what will Princess 

Duanxian do in the future?" Yun Yun. 

   Linghua was so angry that her six orifices were filled with smoke, wishing to go forward and tear 

the mouths of those people, but Xie Zhiwei pulled her, "Don't worry about it, what are they doing?" 

"Then let's hurry up, Eldest Sister and the others are already waiting at the door." Linghua pulled Xie 

Zhiwei and started running. Fortunately, the two of them were wearing riding clothes. Lost. 

  The two arrived at the door, and sure enough, they were all waiting. Yuan Jia, the sisters of the Cui 

family, Xie Zhihui, and the second prince, Xu Liang, and Chu Yining who were in the guard ranks were all 

riding on horses, waiting for them. 

"Let's go!" Linghua got on the horse and walked heroically at the front, with everyone following behind 

her, Yuan Jia said with a smile, "Do you think Linghua looks like a general leading an army? " 

   Linghua raised the whip in her hand and shouted, "Warriors, follow me!" 

   After finishing speaking, she whipped the horse's buttocks, and the horse raised its hooves and 

started to run. Everyone laughed and followed. 

   The second update! 

   

  Chapter 515 Playwright 

  The emperor was inspecting a batch of newly arrived horses in front of the Huide gate. Seeing 

Linghua and others walking towards the south with a smile, he could not help but ask Lu Yan with a 

smile, "Ah Yan, where are they going?" 

  Lu Yan didn't sleep all night, with a tired look on his face, "If you go back to the emperor, I heard 

that the two princesses and the chief of the county went to Nanshan to pick mushrooms." 

  Tuoba Lichang next to him asked, "Your Majesty, I heard that the king of Chenjun is nowhere to be 

found. I wonder if the news is true?" 



  Lu Yan raised his eyelids and glanced at Tuoba Lichang, then lowered his eyelids. His eye tails were 

slightly upturned like a pen and ink drawing, with a little scarlet, like a manjusawa blooming against the 

darkness, extremely charming. 

   "I have already sent the imperial guards down the river. I believe that Prince Chen will be fine." 

   As soon as he finished speaking, King Xiang twisted his fat body and came out weeping. When he 

saw the emperor, he wailed, "Brother emperor, what will I do if my brother's axun is gone?" 

  The emperor was very annoyed when he heard it, but he had to be patient, "Ah Xun is just missing. 

No news is good news. Why are you crying? Did he disappear so easily?" 

"Then, do you want to tell the queen mother? Isn't the minister afraid that if the queen finds out, there 

will be troubles?" King Xiang cried, "As soon as I think of it, I don't know which stinky ditch I was soaked 

in." or being entangled in aquatic plants and becoming a water ghost, my heart is like being cut with a 

knife." 

The envoys of the Three Kingdoms lowered their heads one after another, and their hearts were so 

happy that they didn't expect that even God was on their side. If Xiao Xun didn't die, they really had to 

weigh it up. It might be difficult to deal with the Chenjun King in the future. Who knows , God is jealous 

of talents, no matter how old you are, it will be gone! 

   Sure enough, a hero who can grow up is a real hero. 

  The envoys of the Three Kingdoms felt that the emperor was playing tricks, and it seemed that the 

king of Chenjun was really in danger. 

   "What did you tell the Queen Mother? The Queen Mother is now worshiping Buddha. No news is 

the best news. You go and tell the Queen Mother. When the Queen Mother is in a hurry, what's the 

matter? Who can take this responsibility?" 

  Yi Wuhou said on the sidelines, "Your Majesty, since the king of Chen County is gone, according to 

the meaning of the minister, the army cannot be without generals for a day. Who will be the chief 

general at the Xingdu Division of Shaanxi needs to make a decision earlier!" 

   After he finished speaking, he knelt on the ground with a plop, "Your Majesty, I would like to invite 

you to be the commander of the capital of Shaanxi Province." 

Before Yiwuhou finished speaking, King Xiang jumped up, pointed at Yiwuhou's nose and scolded, "Okay, 

my king's Xun is really the one who did the trick, you bastard, don't you?" After planning to murder the 

king's son, why don't you come and grab the position of commander of the capital?" 

  Yi Wuhou's nose was sore from being poked by King Xiang's finger, he stepped back quickly, his 

knees rubbed on the ground painfully, "Master Xiang, are you crazy? This Marquis is reporting state 

affairs to the emperor!" 

"National affairs? My lord, you just want to use the public property for private use. Who doesn't know 

that your family is so poor that it is almost smoking. If the people from Xiliang didn't give you money, 

you would have killed your wife in order to pay off your gambling debts." It’s going to be rented out, and 



the only thing left to do is sell off the son and daughter, and you’re seeking the position of commander 

of the capital, how dare you say you have no selfish intentions.” 

Marquis Yiwu broke out in cold sweat. He regretted it to death. Even if he was loyal to the emperor, he 

should not have accidentally brought along this lunatic, King Xiang. At this time, he had no way out, 

"Your Majesty, my minister is right Be loyal!" 

"Brother Huang, my brother's axun must have been killed by Marquis Yiwu. Marquis Yiwu colluded with 

the Xiliang envoys to murder my son. Brother Huang, you must uphold justice for my brother. !" 

   "Woooooh, my poor son! Tell Dad, Yiwuhou is an old man, how did he harm you?" 

  Marquis Yiwu was trembling with anger, the palace was full of people, even if he wanted to talk to 

Xiliang people, he didn't have the guts, King Xiang is really a mad dog, he bites anyone he catches. 

At this moment, a thousand households from Dongchang came forward, and Lu Yan made a gesture, 

and the thousand households hurriedly bowed to the emperor and said, "Your Majesty, the last general 

found a fight near the left peak of the Yuluan River. Judging from the pieces of the clothes that were cut 

off, it should belong to King Chen. Various signs at the scene showed that when King Chen fell into the 

river, he was besieged by people, and the general finally picked up an arrow stuck in the water plants. 

The arrow cluster has the mark of Yiwuhou Mansion on it." 

The thousand households glanced at Yiwuhou, and presented a broken arrow cluster with both hands, 

the emperor took a look in his hand, his face changed, seeing that the arrow cluster was indeed the 

mark of Yiwuhou's mansion, Throwing the cluster of arrows to Marquis Yiwu, "Look for yourself!" 

   King Xiang let out a groan, closed his eyes, and fell heavily on the ground with a thump. Lu Yan and 

others were naturally startled, and quickly arranged for someone to carry King Xiang down, and ordered 

the imperial physician to pass. 

  Marquis Yiwu was detained, and the emperor ordered that Marquis Yiwu be stripped of his official 

robes, imprisoned, ransacked his home, and handed over to the three divisions for interrogation. 

   "Your Majesty, I have been wronged!" Yi Wuhou's voice spread over the palace, and he shouted, 

"Your Majesty, don't be deceived by traitors!" 

This voice woke up King Xiang who had fainted, and King Xiang jumped off the spring bench and 

shouted, "You are the villain, Hong, you will die, you hurt my son, you should have come down long 

ago!" hell!" 

  The emperor felt a headache when he heard this. He pressed his forehead, "Fourth brother, you 

look very energetic. I think there is no need to teach you the imperial physician." 

   King Xiang glared at the emperor fiercely, "Brother emperor, the three divisions will interrogate, 

and my younger brother must watch from the sidelines!" 

  This request is not excessive, and the emperor will naturally not object. 

   King Xiang patted Lu Yan on the shoulder and said, "Little Ah Yan, you accompanied me to look for 

Ah Xun everywhere last night, you worked hard!" 



  Lu Yan hurriedly turned sideways, evaded without a trace, and said very respectfully, "This is Lu 

Yan's duty!" 

King Xiang was dissatisfied and said, "Little Yan, what are you hiding? Although you are born with a 

beautiful face, don't worry, this king has no wrong thoughts about you, Ah Yan, this king wants to 

discuss with you, can you put Lend me the instruments of torture in your prison?" 

  Lu Yan hurriedly glanced at the emperor, his eyes were full of panic, the emperor understood it, he 

was very satisfied with Lu Yan, but also had a headache for King Xiang, and asked, "What do you want to 

do again?" 

   "Brother Huang, are you ashamed to ask me what to do? Of course I will use those instruments of 

torture to deal with Marquis Yiwu and murdered my son. I have a sworn feud with him!" 

   "He is Master Hou..." 

   "Then you take his title!" King Xiang refused to budge, his eyes were red, and he looked crazy, "If 

my brother's ah Xun is really gone, I won't live!" 

  The emperor’s heart fluttered when he heard this, he thought that if something happened to King 

Xiang and his son, the empress dowager would definitely not follow him, so he said, “Ah Yan, let’s put 

him in prison first!” 

   Entering the imperial prison, it is Lu Yan's territory. 

   The third update! 

   

  Chapter 516 Dowry 

Marquis Yiwu really didn't dare to harm Xiao Xun, he was crazy to harm the empress dowager's precious 

lump, King Xiang seems to be a man who doesn't know much and is not easy to get along with, dare to 

touch his life. He can bite your life. Root. 

  Xiao Xun must have disappeared. As for whether he is dead or alive, it is hard to say now, but he 

was definitely not killed by Marquis Yiwu, and right now, Marquis Yiwu is the one who is unlucky. 

  Marquis Yiwu was imprisoned, and the emperor ordered him to be imprisoned first. 

Lu Yan personally locked up Yiwuhou. Seeing this handsome young man, he was calm and calm. Yiwuhou 

was suddenly frightened. He rushed towards Lu Yan and grabbed Lu Yan's neck, "It's you!" Harm 

Benhou, isn't it? You instigated the emperor to become suspicious of Benhou, didn't you?" 

Dongchang Fanzi hurriedly pulled Yiwuhou away, but on Lu Yan's fair and jade-like neck, there were five 

red marks on the left and right sides of Lu Yan's neck. Use the ointment!" 

  Lu Yan waved his hand and stroked his neck lightly. Those jade-like fingers stuck to the purple-red 

neck, with a cold enamel-like texture. He smiled, "Send Yiwuhou back!" 

   "Lu Yan, you must die!" Yiwuhou's yelling voice sounded in the sky above the palace. 



After the emperor heard it, he was furious, and the little affection he had left for Yiwuhou was 

exhausted at this time, especially when he saw the bruise on Lu Yan's neck, which was pinched out by 

Yiwuhou, he said angrily, " In my opinion, Marquis Yiwu is crazy!" 

  Xie Zhiwei and others had just arrived at the foot of the mountain, abandoned their horses and 

climbed the mountain, all the horses gathered together, and the second prince arranged for two little 

eunuchs to watch over them. 

  September and this autumn, the trees on the mountain are colorful. Under the sunshine in the 

morning, there are still dewdrops rolling on the leaves. The mist is like a jade belt, encircling the 

mountainside, revealing the steep and rolling mountain top, like a fairyland. 

"It's so boring to climb up in such a swarm. I suggest that we divide into two groups and have a 

competition, okay? Let's take out rewards and see which team climbs up first, gets the most money, and 

which team wins, rewards How about which team you belong to?" Xu Liang suggested. 

   Naturally, there is nothing wrong with it, Xu Liang pulled the jade pei from his waist and raised it 

up, "Those who lose chips again and again, hurry up, this time, revenge for revenge, revenge for 

revenge!" 

  Yuan Jia touched the collar on his neck, "No way, I'm going to climb a mountain. Could it be that I 

can't keep this collar again? Ever since I was with sister Wei, I have already lost two Yingluo collars." 

Linghua also squeezed her collar, "Who isn't? I remember last year's Fengxi Festival and yesterday's 

horse race, no way, big sister, if I lose this, the concubine will scold me to death, I'm sure I won't be 

wearing a collar for a long time." 

  Everyone couldn't help laughing, Chu Yining couldn't help laughing, and took a deep look at Linghua. 

  Xie Zhiwei took off a snow jade bracelet from his wrist, held it up in his hand and raised it, "I'm not 

cheap, if I lose, I'll feel bad too!" 

  Linghua rushed forward and snatched Xie Zhiwei's snow jade bracelet, "What do you mean, you 

gamble with the betrothal gift that Brother Wuhuang gave you, do you want Brother Wuhuang to take 

care of us when he comes back?" 

  Xie Zhiwei's face was flushed, and she rushed over, "Don't talk nonsense, where did he give me a 

betrothal gift? My mother gave it to me before I came!" 

   "Okay, okay, when Brother Wuhuang comes back, I will immediately ask Brother Wuhuang to give 

you a betrothal gift, without delay for a day, okay?" 

   "Oh, sister Ayaka, you are really bad, your mouth..." 

Xie Zhiwei made a gesture to pinch Linghua's mouth, Linghua backed away in fright, her back was stuck 

to a wall as hard as a city wall, and the warm feeling came from her clothes, Linghua suddenly didn't 

dare Moved. 

  At this time, the fleshy wall moved back a little bit to avoid her, and a gentle voice said beside her 

ear, "Third Princess, be careful, there is a cliff below!" 



   Linghua dared not move anymore, looked straight at Xie Zhiwei, stretched out her hand, "Sister 

Wei, give me a hand!" 

  Xie Zhiwei looked at Linghua, then at Chu Yining, couldn't help but smiled, reached out to Linghua, 

held her, and pulled her up, "There are still people behind, they can't fall!" 

"I, I'm afraid I'll squeeze him, squeeze him down!" After Linghua came up, she quickly looked back and 

saw that Chu Yining was standing on a protruding rock. It wasn't a cliff behind him, but a stretch of land. 

The steep **** is full of thorns, and it is not easy to fall down. 

  She hurriedly said, "Can you come up? Be careful, do you want me to pull you?" 

  Chu Yining took a step, came up by himself, and said in a low voice, "It's okay!" 

  In the team, there are six men in total, the second prince, Chu Yining, Xu Liang, Zheng Jingyan, Mu 

Guihong who just rushed over from the capital at Zishishi, and the young master Cao Yunci. 

  There are also six women, Yuan Jia, Ling Hua, Xie Zhiwei, Xie Zhihui, Cui Nanjia and Cui Nanwan. 

  The number of people was just right, but Cui Nanwan smiled and said, "You guys are playing with 

you, I don't have the skills to climb mountains, so I'll just stay here and show you horses." 

  Xie Zhiwei said, "Big cousin, it's hard to come out here. If you can't climb up, I'll drag you." 

"Princess, you can climb up first and then talk about it!" Xu Liang wanted to please the Xie family, so he 

said to Cui Nanwan, "Cousin Cui, you don't have a relationship with us, if you can't climb, you slow 

down." Walk slowly and give us a notarization." 

   "Okay!" Cui Nanwan would not play with a group of teenagers and girls, "I will be a notary for you, 

and none of you are allowed to play tricks." 

Xu Liang picked nine leaves from the tree, five of which were the same, and the other four were the 

same. He only exposed the petiole and asked them to draw, "There are four people in a group, and 

there are five people in a group. Lie!" 

One person stepped forward to draw a leaf, and the final group was Chu Yining, Linghua, Mu Guihong, 

Xie Zhihui, and Cao Yunci; the rest of the group was the second prince, Yuan Jia, Xu Liang, and Cui 

Nanjia. , Xie Zhiwei and Zheng Jingyan. 

  Xu Liang was unhappy when he saw it, and jumped up and said, "Guihong, let's change. If you 

change with me, the Dawan horse I got will be yours!" 

  Mu Guihong hardly thought about it, pointing at Xu Liang, "Xu Liang, are you serious?" 

   "I take it seriously! I didn't say a single word!" Xu Liang raised his right hand and almost swore an 

oath! 

"Xu Liang, what's wrong with you, you have a Dawan horse, you don't keep it, just to get such a false 

name, you trade it with me!" Cao Yunci was so angry that Mu Guihong pulled him behind him, "Go 

away, don't meddle here, it's none of your business!" 



Mu Guihong and Xu Liang switched, and both of them were very happy. Zheng Jingyan was a little 

confused, so he asked blankly, "Xu Liang, even if you win, this little bargaining chip may not be enough 

for you to buy a Dawanliang horse, right?" ?” 

   Today's update! 

   Dear friends, remember to vote! 

   

  Chapter 517 Death of Shame 

   Dawan good horses are hard to come by! 

  Xu Liang didn't care, "I'm happy!" 

Zheng Jingyan is not a fool either, seeing the blush on Xu Liang's ears and his eyes looking at Xie Zhihui 

from time to time, Zheng Jingyan suddenly realized that Xu Liang wanted to be brother-in-law with Xiao 

Xun, this brat, It's really a good idea. 

   This is Xiao Xun's plan, and he will not hesitate to cheat his own father! 

Just because this guy followed Xiao Xun all day long, Prince Xiang was annoyed that last time, for this 

reason, Yongxin Bo was imprisoned. Although he entertained him with delicious food and drink for 

several months, that place can Inhabited? 

  After Yong Xinbo was released, he fell ill! 

  Xu Liang didn't know how to repent, and even hooked up with Xiao Xun's sister-in-law. 

   Zheng Jingyan didn't say anything, he was not afraid of the height of the stage when watching a 

play, and said with a smile, "As long as you like it!" 

  Everyone was in their respective positions. Following Cui Nanwan's order, everyone ran towards the 

top of the mountain quickly, preparing to pick mushrooms and wild fruits wherever they went. 

The maids brought by everyone and the eunuchs who followed followed behind. Cui Nanjia ran a little 

faster, stepped on the moss, and almost fell to the ground. The second prince who had been following 

her hurriedly pulled After giving her a hand, Cui Nanjia hurriedly said "thank you" and ran forward in a 

hurry, very excited. 

  The second prince, Xiao Changyao, saw her flushed face, and felt that he was in a good mood, so he 

persuaded, "Don't use up all your strength at once, or you will run out of strength later, take your time, 

don't rush!" 

"But, look at sister Wei, she has already run to the front!" Cui Nanjia saw that Yuan Jia's physical 

strength was not very good, and she was a little anxious. Obviously, in their team, she and Yuan Jia It's 

just a drag. 

  Mu Guihong followed Yuan Jia unhurriedly, crawled for about a cup of tea, saw that she was out of 

breath, and asked, "Do you want me to give you a hand?" 



  Yuan Jia took a breath, "Come on, Xiao Hongzi, give me a hand!" 

  Mu Guihong scoffed, took two quick steps, and passed her, "You think so beautifully!" 

  Yuan Jia didn't really ask her to pull her. She stopped and glanced at Xie Zhiwei. Seeing that Xie 

Zhiwei was walking ahead at a leisurely pace, she sighed, "Oh, sister Wei has really good physical 

strength!" 

  Xie Zhihui said, "Since my eldest sister came back from Juzhou, she has been running a few laps in 

the racecourse every day, practicing archery!" 

  Xu Liang followed behind Xie Zhihui, glanced at her, a little discouraged, the girl from the Xie family, 

what do you do with such good physical strength? Xie Zhihui was obviously the youngest, but she 

walked so steadily that Xu Liang was useless. 

  Xu Liang stretched out his right hand, and said to himself, if the girl doesn't wrestle, what do you 

want? 

Xu Liang made up his mind to take home one of Xie Zhiwei's younger sisters. First of all, he had a lot of 

dealings with girls from Xie's family, and he liked the family style of Xie's family very much. Unity, unlike 

other families, when the family grows bigger, the brothers and sisters will eat dogs all day long. 

  Secondly, he really wanted to tie Xiao Xun closer. Since he has decided to follow Xiao Xun in this life, 

he should get closer. 

  Xu Liang thought about it, and suddenly stepped on a leaf. He didn't know what was covered under 

the leaf. He slid suddenly and rushed forward. He grabbed Xie Zhihui reflexively and grabbed Xie Zhihui. 

Xie Zhihui was climbing a slope, so he threw her feet flat on the ground, while Xu Liang's upper body was 

lying on top of her. He smelled a bad smell and dared not touch the ground with his feet. Stretch the 

two legs to avoid, so that you can't move even more. 

   "Big Sister!" Xie Zhihui was about to cry, and shouted, "Whoa, who is it, get up!" 

  Xu Liang looked back and saw that it was really a pile of shit. He stepped on a pile of shit. Although 

he didn't dirty his shoes, it was really disgusting. 

  Xie Zhiwei was taken aback, and hurried over to pull Xie Zhihui. When she saw Xu Liang, she turned 

her face away and didn't dare to look. She just held Xie Zhihui's hand, "Second sister, please be patient!" 

Xiao Changyao and others also rushed over to move Xu Liang away. Xie Zhiwei and Cui Nanjia pulled Xie 

Zhihui up from left to right, and wiped off the dust and leaves on her body. Fortunately, she was wearing 

a cavalier riding outfit today, so she didn't look dirty. , so it is not very obvious. 

  Xie Zhihui turned her head and glared at Xu Liang, "How did you walk?" 

  The girl's Jiaochen became more and more charming, Xu Liang blinked innocently at her, and spread 

his hands, "My...today's luck is really bad!" 



  Xie Zhihui is not good at quarreling with people, but today it is too much, Xu Liang is a man, will he 

die if he falls? Not only did she fall while pulling the belt, but when she thought that Xu Liang's upper 

body was lying on top of her, and his face just touched her ass, Xie Zhihui wanted to die of shame. 

  Xie Zhihui was furious, and Xie Zhiwei was very considerate of his sister, but this kind of thing is not 

something that anyone would like to do. Thinking of the **** that Xu Liang stepped on, she really 

couldn't stand on her sister's side to embarrass Xu Liang. 

  Xie Zhiwei held his younger sister's hand, touched his nose, and turned away, feeling a little 

unbearable. 

Seeing that the pursuit of the girl was not successful, and finally succeeded in annoying people, Xu Liang 

scolded the person or animal **** here so that he could not survive, so he came over and apologized to 

Xie Zhihui, "Second girl, it's all my fault , You can beat or scold me if you want, I really didn't mean it 

today!" 

  If Xu Liang hadn't been frightened by the strange feeling he felt when he stepped on it, he wouldn't 

have dared to drag Xie Zhihui if he fell himself! 

   Zheng Jingyan yelled, "Hey, why does it stink like this?" 

Xu Liang turned his head abruptly, wishing to cover Zheng Jingyan's mouth, but it was too late, Zheng 

Jingyan glanced at the smell, and exclaimed, "Oh, Xu Liang, did you just step on this piece of shit? ?” 

  Everyone hastily stepped aside, looking at Xu Liang as if looking at a piece of shit. 

  Xu Liang jumped up, blushing, "Zheng, you are talking nonsense, I don't have one, I stepped on a 

leaf, and I don't have **** on me!" 

   While talking, he rubbed the soles of his feet left and right on the grass, but he didn’t see shit, so he 

was relieved, and said to Xie Zhihui, "Second girl, this is my fault, and I am willing to bear all the 

consequences!" 

  Zheng Jingyan said "Oops", "Where is the shit, let me step on it too, I want to fall too!" 

Ha ha ha ha! 

Finally, it was Mu Guihong who couldn't help laughing first, and then Yuan Jia and the others couldn't 

help it anymore. Xie Zhiwei suffocated tears and laughed too. Even Chu Yining's picture Bingshan's face 

couldn't help but turn his head away, and the corners of his mouth were raised high. 

  Xie Zhihui was angry and annoyed, she turned around and buried her face in the elder sister's 

shoulder, and said aggrievedly, "Elder sister, this person is really annoying!" 

   The first update! 

   

   Chapter 518 offense 

  Xu Liang's **** completely ruined the atmosphere of the game. 



The crowd had had enough laughing, and their strength was gone. They climbed to the top of the 

mountain weakly. After climbing for more than an hour, the girls couldn't climb anymore. They found a 

relatively clean big rock, and the servants came up and laid mats. , rest for a while. 

  Xu Liang has been following Xie Zhihui's side. When no one was paying attention, Xie Zhihui couldn't 

help but said, "I don't blame you, what are you always following me for? I accept your apology!" 

"Well, Second Miss, although I didn't do it on purpose, I did do something wrong. Although no one will 

say what happened today, it doesn't mean it never happened. Second Miss, if you don't object, I, I After 

returning to Beijing, I will ask my mother to come to propose marriage!" 

  Xie Zhihui was so startled that she almost jumped up, her brows raised, "By, by, why?" 

  She stuttered, "You, you are too deceitful!" 

  Xu Liang was completely dumbfounded, how could he bully her? Blinking innocent eyes, Xu Liang 

waited for Xie Zhiwei to come over, and said, "Princess, I am wronged, I did not bully Lingmei!" 

  What can Xie Zhiwei say, only seeing her sister's coquettish expression, not the kind of rage that 

wants to fight with others, so she feels that this is not an easy matter. 

   "Second sister, what did he say about you?" 

   "He, he, he actually, actually said that it was too much to ask his mother to go home to propose 

marriage." Xie Zhihui was so angry that she couldn't speak well, and looked at Xu Liang, as if she was 

about to pounce on him and bite him. 

   Seeing that she dared to speak out, Xu Liang was also taken aback. However, he was more shy than 

surprised, and explained to Xie Zhiwei, "This, I, too, I don't want to be an irresponsible person." 

  Xie Zhiwei frowned and said, "Xu Liang, you just want to be responsible? If you just want to be 

responsible, my second sister doesn't need you to be responsible for today's matter!" 

As soon as Xu Liang heard it, my good guy, there is a show, he hurried up one step, and said sincerely, 

"Princess, it's actually not like this, I think about it now, just that time at the bookstore, I was actually... 

Otherwise, how could I Thinking of going to cheat the second girl?" 

  Xie Zhiwei understood, Xie Zhihui was still confused, frowning, "You still have the nerve to say that 

time, I want to thank you, you really taught me a lesson, I didn't even know there were people like you." 

  Xie Zhiwei knew that Xu Liang was making the second sister anxious. I have to say that compared 

with Xiao Xun, Xu Liang's brain can be described as a pig's brain. How could it be like this? 

  She knew that this matter should not be rushed, and she really couldn't get involved in this kind of 

matter, so she had to put it aside and asked, "Second sister, let's go over there and see if there are any 

raspberries!" 

Since Xiao Xun took her to pick raspberries last time, Xie Zhiwei liked to eat this kind of wild fruit very 

much, and wanted to pick some more back home. Can I make sauce, which can be dipped in steamed 

buns in the morning, or eaten with It should also be excellent for making snacks. 



  Xu Liang followed behind the two sisters Xie Zhiwei like a tail. When Linghua saw it, she hurriedly 

said, "Chu Yining, let's go and have a look too!" 

  Chu Yining has been guarding Linghua's side like a door god. Linghua called him, but without saying 

a word, he followed Linghua with the sword in his arms. 

   "Ah ah, woo woo woo!" 

Suddenly there was a scream, everyone who was resting hurriedly jumped up, ran over and saw Xu Liang 

holding Xie Zhihui in his arms behind the thorn bushes, and at Xie Zhiwei's feet, a green snake with 

bamboo leaves had been taken by Xie Zhiwei. It was nailed to the ground with a needle. 

When Chu Yining heard the cry, he had already put his arms around Linghua's waist, stepped back in a 

straight line, took about ten steps, and finally stood still. He withdrew his hand and said 

expressionlessly, "Sorry, third princess, It happened suddenly, offended!" 

  When he was talking, he didn't dare to look at Linghua's face. Linghua looked at his reddened ears, 

pursed his lips and smiled, pretending to be nonchalant, "Thank you!" 

Xie Zhihui stepped on the green bamboo-leaf snake and was bitten by the snake. The wound swelled up. 

Xie Zhiwei sealed her wound with needles and said to Xu Liang, "Help move my second sister over 

there." one time!" 

   "No, I'll go by myself!" Xie Zhihui wanted to push Xu Liang away, but Xie Zhiwei stopped him, "You 

can't use force or get excited now, otherwise it will speed up the flow of Qi and blood, and it is easy to 

attack the heart with poison!" 

  As soon as Xu Liang heard this, he ignored Xie Zhihui's objection, picked her up, put her on the big 

rock cushion, and glanced at her tearful face. 

  Xie Zhihui also felt quite ashamed, but felt that if she hadn't been very angry with Xu Liang just now, 

she wouldn't be so careless when walking. 

Xie Zhiwei stuffed an antidote pill into Xie Zhihui's mouth, and took off her socks. Seeing a red and 

swollen calf, she inserted a slightly thicker needle in, and flicked her finger lightly on the end of the 

needle , black blood seeped from the side of the needle seam, and soon the redness subsided, and when 

the bright red blood flowed out, Xie Zhiwei pulled out the needle and said, "Okay, it's okay, be careful 

next time you walk! " 

   "Okay, I've seen it!" Zheng Jingyan said, "Princess, I've made up my friend with you. With you here, 

I think I can live to be ninety years old!" 

The second prince also took a deep look at Xie Zhiwei. The green bamboo-leaf snake is very poisonous, 

and if bitten, there are eight or nine out of ten chances of death. But when meeting Xie Zhiwei, it was 

like being bitten by a mosquito. She didn't take it seriously at all. thing. 

The maid hurriedly came over to help Xie Zhihui put on her socks and put on her shoes. When she 

looked up, she saw Xu Liang staring at her feet. On Xu Liang's feet, Xu Liang let out an "Aww", and 

everyone looked over in fright. He hugged his own feet, "It's okay, it's okay, I accidentally stepped on my 

left foot on my right foot." 



  Xie Zhihui lowered his head and hurried to the side, but he didn't see Xie Zhiwei's deep gaze on her. 

Although being bitten by a snake is a very unlucky thing, but Xie Zhihui came back to life so quickly, no 

one was affected by this incident, everyone should do what they should do, girls pick mushrooms, pick 

wild fruits, boys help Carrying a basket, or climbing a tree to pick fruit from a high place, is a lot of fun. 

   At noon, the second prince, Chu Yining and others went to hunt pheasants and rabbits together, 

and had a meal of wild game near the water, and then they returned with a full reward. 

   Cui Nanwan was still waiting at the old place. She ate the lunch brought by the maid. Seeing 

everyone came back, everyone was very nice and happy, and she was also very happy. 

   "Big sister, what are you doing today?" Cui Nanjia was very guilty. She brought her big sister here, 

but left her here alone. 

Cui Nanwan's maid, Xin Yi, had a flushed face and bright eyes, pointing to the basket next to her, "Fourth 

Miss, look quickly, this is the wild berry that our eldest girl picked up today, they are all very good, said 

Miss and Your Highness They must have all gone to the competition, and they didn't have time to pick 

up wild fruits, so the older girl picked up more." 

   The second update! 

   

  Chapter 519 Blame me 

"We didn't pick up much today, but big sister, I had a lot of fun today!" After Cui Nanjia finished 

speaking, she glanced at Xie Zhihui in embarrassment, and saw that she was happily talking to Linghua 

and the others again. , the guilt in Cui Nanjia's heart melted away. 

  The only one who seemed unhappy today was Xie Zhihui, but she didn't seem too unhappy. 

   "Just be happy, I am also very happy today!" 

  A group of people were walking down the mountain. On the way, they met a little **** who came 

up in a hurry. It turned out that Lu Yan saw that it was getting late, so he asked someone to come over 

and remind him to go back as soon as possible. He was worried that the beast would come out after the 

sun went down. 

  Although there will be ministers of encirclement who will be responsible for driving some ferocious 

beasts into the forest, it is hard to guarantee that there will be fish that slip through the net. 

   "Let's walk a little faster!" The second prince was the oldest, walking on the edge, urging everyone 

to talk. 

The horses scattered at the foot of the mountain had already been brought over, and when they 

reached the flat ground, everyone got on the horses, Xu Liang looked at Xie Zhihui, Xie Zhiwei glanced at 

him out of the corner of his eye, and urged the horses to run forward, she looked calm, In fact, her heart 

was pounding, and she couldn't help thinking that Xu Liang's **** had been touched by her, so it would 

definitely be difficult to talk about marriage in the future, and she couldn't even pass her own test. 



  This person is really disgusting. Since I met this person in the bookstore, every time I meet him, 

nothing good will happen. 

   There was a neighing, Xie Zhihui's horse stopped being alarmed, it spread its hooves and rushed 

forward, Xie Zhihui might as well, almost fell off the horse's back! 

   "Grasp the horse stiff, and lower your body! Don't panic, I'll save you!" 

  Although she didn't mention her name, Xie Zhihui could tell that it was Xu Liang's voice. She 

couldn't help but follow suit, lying on the horse, holding on to the saddle tightly, and her whole body 

was staggering on the horse, and she would fall off at any time. 

At this moment, a horse galloped beside her, and when it passed by, the man on the horse soared into 

the air and landed behind her, and the rein that was about to strangle her hand was picked up In the 

past, she was paralyzed by a strong arm. 

The horse ran for about two or three miles, and was also tired from struggling. Slowly, the speed 

stopped. Xie Zhihui only woke up at this time. She just felt that today was really not going well. With the 

ups and downs, tears were very uncomfortable. Frustrated and fell down. 

Xu Liang felt the movement of the girl in his arms, he was a little at a loss, the arm tightly hugging Xie 

Zhihui gradually loosened, and he was about to pull it out, when Xie Zhihui fell to the side, Xu Liang was 

startled, hurriedly Steady her again, and asked cautiously, "Second Miss, how are you?" 

   Xie Zhihui cried, "It's all your fault, every time I meet you, nothing good happens!" 

"This, this, it's not my fault, is it? Well, it's all my fault!" Xu Liang thought, he should just take the blame, 

he can't kill anyone anyway, he turned his horse's head, walked backwards, and traveled a short 

distance Seeing that the second prince and others had come, he called his horse, moved Xie Zhihui to his 

horse, and walked over leading the rein. 

   "Second Sister, how are you? You didn't fall, did you?" Xie Zhiwei galloped over and said nervously. 

   "I'm fine, I didn't fall." Xie Zhihui glanced at Xu Liang, "Thanks to Xu Shizi, he saved my life today!" 

  Zheng Jingyan kicked Xu Liang, "Xu Liang, you are so lucky!" 

  Xie Zhihui didn’t understand, but Xu Liang did. His cheeks and ears were red, and he smiled, “I can’t 

help it, good luck is here, and I can’t stop it! What happened just now?” 

  Speaking of this, both Zheng Jingyan and Xie Zhiwei's expressions were not very good. Zheng 

Jingyan said, "Linghua's horse was tampered with. If it weren't for General Chu's high skills, today would 

be a disaster." 

Linghua was thrown off the horse's back by the horse. When she was thrown into the sky, Chu Yining 

made a timely move and wrapped Linghua with a long whip. He jumped up from the horse and caught 

Linghua in the air. When turning around, he stepped on the horse's back, rolled into the grass with 

Linghua in his arms, and rolled down the **** until he was stopped by a big stone. 



  Chu Yining's back could no longer be seen, all his clothes were torn by gravel and dry branches, but 

Linghua was well protected, except for a little scratch on the back of his hand, everything else was 

intact. 

   "Does it hurt?" Ling Hua followed behind Chu Yining, asking tearfully. 

"I'm fine, this little injury is nothing!" Chu Yining put on a blank face. After speaking, he couldn't help but 

glance at Linghua's face. A little sunlight fell on her face, wiping two tears. The light was so bright that it 

hurt Chu Yining's face all of a sudden. 

  Linghua saw Xie Zhiwei came back, and hurried over, "Sister Wei, do you have a good ointment, the 

kind that doesn't matter how serious the injury is, just wipe it on. I'll exchange it with you for a collar!" 

  As she spoke, she eagerly took off the collar around her neck and insisted on handing it to Xie 

Zhiwei. 

  Xie Zhiwei was taken aback by her appearance, "Sister Linghua, where are you injured?" 

  She was worried about both ends just now, and seeing Chu Yining rescued Linghua, she went to see 

her second sister, but she didn't check Linghua carefully, so she couldn't help being very worried. She 

looked Linghua up, down, left, and right, "Let me help you feel the pulse!" 

   "It's not me, it's him!" Linghua pointed at Chu Yining, "His body is seriously injured!" 

  Xie Zhiwei looked at Linghua's red eyes, and hurriedly comforted, "Sister Linghua, I have a good 

ointment, don't worry, I'll give General Chu a pulse." 

   Linghua breathed a sigh of relief just now, she wished she could step forward to support Chu 

Yining, let the maid spread a mat on the stone, let Chu Yining sit down, she squatted aside, watching Xie 

Zhiwei feel Chu Yining's pulse. 

   Without waiting for Xie Zhiwei to retract his finger, Linghua asked eagerly, "How, how? Is there 

anything wrong?" 

  Xie Zhiwei looked at Linghua, and shook his head speechlessly, "It's okay, it's fine, just apply 

ointment for the trauma, and don't get wet." 

   Linghua got up hurriedly, clasped her hands together, and said the Buddha's name, "That's great!" 

  She put the collar on Xie Zhiwei's neck, "Sister Wei, thank you!" 

  Xie Zhiwei took off the collar and threw it at Chu Yining, "Sister Linghua, why don't you go and see 

what's going on with that horse?" 

The second prince had already brought the horse back. With a dark face, he spread his palms. Everyone 

saw a long and thin iron nail in his palm, half of which was still stained with blood. He said, "I found it on 

the saddle." Yes, Linghua's horse was tampered with." 

  The iron nails were buried under the saddle. Once Linghua got on the horse, the iron nails would 

pierce the horse under the force. 



   Linghua is a princess, who would dare to risk her life and attack her? And she is a little girl, she is 

not the kind of domineering person, who will she have enemies with? 

  Everyone only thought of one person, and the atmosphere seemed a bit dull, especially Chu Yining, 

who led the horse, lowered his head, never dared to approach Linghua, and walked at the end. 

Linghua stomped her feet, stood there and glanced at Chu Yining, she was so wronged that tears almost 

fell down, she thought for a while, gritted her teeth, and ran forward, the second prince said "Hey", and 

hurriedly followed Cui Nanjia said, and chased after him. 

   The third update! 

   

  Chapter 520 fancy 

  Linghua directly rushed into Concubine Yun Gui's room. Concubine Yun Gui had just woken up and 

was leaning on the pillow while the maid was rubbing her temples. 

She was languid, wearing a beige cloud-patterned satin-faced padded beanie inlaid with wind-feather. 

Her eyebrows and eyes were still beautiful and charming without makeup. When she heard the 

movement, she looked over. As if rolling out of the pile, with tears still hanging on his face, he couldn't 

help being surprised, "What's wrong?" 

  She didn't dislike her daughter's dirtyness, she put her daughter in her arms, picked up a grass seed 

from her daughter's hanging forehead ornament, and asked, "Where did this come from?" 

   "Concubine mother, will you let the emperor give marriage to the son?" 

  Concubine Yun's eyebrows jumped when she heard that, and she looked at the nanny beside her, 

who was also a little at a loss. The third princess came back so suddenly, she didn't even know what 

happened to the third princess outside? 

   "His Royal Highness the Second Prince!" 

   Outside the door came the voices of the maids greeting, and the second prince said, "I wonder if 

Concubine Yunmu is here?" 

   "Mommy, go and invite His Highness the Second Prince in!" Concubine Yun Gui knew that the 

Second Prince's coming must be because of Ling Hua's affairs, so she hurriedly said. 

Mammy went out and invited His Royal Highness the Second Prince in. After Xiao Changyao saluted 

Concubine Yun, Concubine Yun ordered him to be given a seat. He sat on half of his ass, and told about 

Linghua being thrown from the horse today. Handing the iron nail to Mammy, she said, "I was about to 

investigate the little **** who stayed at the foot of the mountain today to watch the horses, but found 

that he was already dead, he was attacked by a wild wolf. He looked very miserable. But Erchen still 

found out that the little **** was shot and killed, and he doesn't know who did it." 

  Xiao Changyao is not a person without doubts, but he has always been a man of integrity. Without 

seeing it with his own eyes and without sufficient evidence, he will not speak casually. 



Concubine Yun knew it in her heart, she put all her thoughts on her children, who her daughter offended 

and who blocked her way, she knew at a glance, she smiled, "Thank you, Second Prince, today, Yun Luo, 

you go Take the horsewhip that the Lord of the Kingdom of Japan sent to you the day before and give it 

to His Highness the Second Prince!" 

  Xiao Changyao hurriedly got up to thank him. After he got the whip, he saw that it was made of 

rhinoceros leather. 

   Concubine Yun waved her hand, not taking it seriously, "Just as long as you like it!" 

  Concubine Yun Gui never had much contact with the princes under them, and often they just 

nodded when they met. Today, if it weren't for Linghua, Concubine Yun Gui would not have given him a 

horsewhip, so Xiao Changyao hurriedly said goodbye. 

  After Xiao Changyao left, Concubine Yun touched her daughter's head, "Who do you want your 

father to marry you to? The third son of the Chu family? Don't forget, he is a concubine!" 

"What's wrong with the concubine? Isn't my son a concubine too? My son wants to see, who dares to 

look down on my son!" Linghua said in a high-spirited way, she stood up and took Yun Guifei's hand, 

"Mother, I think He is a man of friendship, yesterday, my son helped him speak a word of justice, today 

he takes special care of my son, that kind of care is different, it is the kind of care that puts people in the 

heart." 

"Concubine Mu, no one has ever been so kind to Erchen, but he guessed that it might be Mrs. Nan'anbo 

who wanted to harm Erchen, so he ignored Erchen. He should have thought that if he was kind to 

Erchen, he might hurt Erchen." After marrying Erchen, I was very alienated from Erchen, and I felt so 

lost. Mother Concubine, Erchen must have fallen in love with him." 

Concubine Yun didn't feel that it was embarrassing for her daughter to say these things. The daughter of 

the general's family has always dared to love and hate, she nodded, "That should be, since I like it, we 

will naturally be together. However, for things like marriage, two hearts need to be united in order to 

reconcile Meimei in the future. However, it doesn’t matter even if you don’t reconcile Meimei. At worst, 

you can still divorce your husband. In this way, if you have the ability, let him come to beg your mother 

and concubine , mother concubine will help you to ask for a marriage order!" 

  Linghua's face suddenly showed a hint of shyness, red as the sunset glow in the sky, shaking 

Concubine Yun's hand, "If he comes, the concubine mother must not make things difficult for him!" 

  Concubine Yun Gui laughed loudly, "Nurse, look, you know that the guardian has gone before you 

have even written the horoscope. Girls are extroverted. My father must have felt so sorry for me back 

then." 

  Thinking of how she fought against her father for a long time in order to marry King Xiang, her 

father must have been very disappointed at the time. After raising her daughter for so many years, she 

finally turned to outsiders. 

Linghua stomped her feet in shame, "Ignore the concubine mother!" After she finished speaking, she 

rushed out and bumped into the person who came in, causing the person to back several steps, and was 

supported by someone before standing up. stable. 



  Linghua saw that the person she bumped into was the father, she was shocked, hurriedly saluted, 

and said tremblingly, "Father, my son is wrong!" 

  The emperor was supported by Lu Yan, so he didn't fall down, and said angrily, "I heard that you 

almost had an accident, so I came to see you. Look at you, you are reckless, what are you going to do?" 

   Concubine Yun Gui came over, bowed to the emperor, and took the emperor from Lu Yan, "Your 

Majesty, the concubine just has something to ask the Emperor!" 

  Even if she speaks softly, there is a bit of hardness in her bones, but it is not offensive, on the 

contrary, it sounds exciting. 

  The emperor followed her in, and Linghua ran away in a hurry. 

   "The concubine has taken a fancy to a son-in-law, and wants to ask the emperor for a marriage 

decree." 

   "Oh, who is it?" 

   is also the son-in-law of the emperor. Of course the emperor was very interested and hurriedly 

asked. 

"Your Majesty, guess what!" Concubine Yun Gui raised her chin proudly, her eyebrows and eyes were 

raised, and she was full of heroism in her coquettishness. The emperor didn't see the contempt hidden 

deep in her eyes, but was amused and laughed heartily. He couldn't help reaching out under her skirt. 

   Concubine Yun felt bored, she giggled, avoided the emperor's hand, and whispered in the 

emperor's ear, "It's not convenient for my concubine today." 

  Inconvenient means that it is coming. 

  The emperor was a little disappointed, and said, "I guess, it can't be the third child of the Chu 

family, right?" 

   "The emperor is too boring, guess right!" Concubine Yun stood up, as if adding tea to the emperor, 

and after handing the teacup to the emperor, she herself sat some distance away from the emperor. 

  Linghua ran out thumpingly, and when she got out of the palace, she stood in front of Lizheng gate. 

She didn't see Xie Zhiwei and the others, and wondered if they had gone back separately? 

  Seeing Lu Yan coming out, Ling Hua hurried over and asked, "Lord Lu, do you know where sister Wei 

and the others went?" 

  Lu Yan said with a smile, "The Princess and the others went to Huanbi Mountain Villa and said they 

wanted to barbecue there." 

   Linghua said airily, "Okay, they didn't call me." 

  She ran two steps, then ran back again, and stopped Lu Yan, "Lord Lu, what happened to your neck? 

Who choked it?" 



  There was still a circle of bruises on Lu Yan's neck. He looked very scary, like a ghost. Lu Yan smiled, 

"Someone went crazy, and he accidentally touched him." 

  Linghua glanced regretfully, and reminded, "Sister Wei has good medicine, Master Lu might as well 

ask Sister Wei for some." 

 


